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Brahms – Academic Festival Overture 
The ancient German city of Breslau flourished as a cultural centre in the mid-nineteenth century 
located as it was on its Western border with Poland. Bernard Scholz – head of music at the university 
and a devoted fan of Brahms – wrote to the composer offering him an honorary doctorate of 
philosophy at that establishment. Perhaps, rather informally, Brahms contacted Scholz by letter 
acknowledging the honour with thanks – but left it at that. Scholz, however, wasn’t having any; he 
wrote back to Brahms insisting that he produce “a fine symphony for us, well-orchestrated, old boy, 
but not too uniformly thick!” Brahms (who did not lack humour when the occasion demanded) 
responded with “a very boisterous pot pourri of student drinking songs a la Suppe.” This “pot pourri” 
has enchanted audiences ever since – long may it continue to do so! 
 
Schumann – Piano Concerto in A Minor 
There is a saying that every successful male has had the support of a good woman behind him. This 
is certainly true of great composers, such as Elgar, Delius, Holst, Grieg and Dvorak to name but a 
few. These Titans of music owed much of their subsequent success to the selfless love and support 
they received from their womenfolk. But nowhere was this more the case than Robert Schumann 
who had the good fortune to fall in love with and marry Clara Wiek (as was). Clara was already a 
renowned and popular pianist – but not only that; she was also a gifted composer in her own right 
and much of her music can be compared with that of her husband. Beside that she adored both 
Robert and his music (her devotion was not purely academic!)Clara premiered the Dresden 
performance and afterwards wrote “how rich in invention, how interesting from the beginning to 
the end, how fresh and what a beautiful coherent whole” It is 173 years since those words were 
written and in that time one has lost count of the number of performances this great masterpiece 
has received. Our sixteen-year old soloist, Joseph Beadle, has therefore an awesome record to 
match, but, apart from his breath-taking technical skill Joe’s passion for music made it clear that his 
playing “came from the heart”. One might say that at the DSO concert Joe Beadle loaned us the 
musical notes of Schumann the composer. 
      But Schumann was also a master of words; so I will close this review with a quote from his neue 
Zeitschrift fur music 
“to send light into the darkness of men’s hearts – such is the duty of the artist. “  
 
Zoltan Kodaly – Suite Hary Janos. 
This is an opportunity to give space to a Hungarian composer whose work has not featured in these 
reviews before. This is an omission bordering on disrespect as, if ever there was an artist who 
merited the title ‘rennaisance man’ it was Kodaly.  He has been referred to both in his own country 
and abroad as poet, ethnomusicologist, pedagogue, linguist, philosopher, to mention but a few of 
his cultural passions. It therefore comes as no surprise that he was strongly influenced by his native 
Hungarian culture in this and his other music. But his immediate inspiration was a work by Janos 
Garay, one of the country’s leading poets; whose work called The Veteran was the basis for Hary 
Janos. The main character of this story is a retired veteran soldier who occupies the same spot in the 
local inn every day of the week and who regales any customer who is prepared to listen to lengthy 
accounts of the adventures he has experienced in his long life. His stories can be true or false, but it 
matters not because he is such a marvellous entertainer – he keeps his listeners enthralled with the 
fruit of his restless imagination. Kodaly has cleverly adapted The Veteran for the stage and it is the 
musical suite from this with which DSO has rounded off this concert.  
 


